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Let G be a module over a commutative ring R with unit element such that 
the unit of R is a unit operator. If G is the additive group of an ideal of R 
or of the residue ring modulo such an ideal then the operation of R on G shall 
be the multiplication in R. 
We shall consider the equation 
Ax=l, (1) 
where A is a matrix over R and x and 1 are column vectors in G. 
Let A be an n x m matrix. We set a 0 x 0 determinant equal to 1 and 
shall say that A has rank Y if r is the largest integer such that there is no 
g E G, g ;f 0 which annihilates all Y x r subdeterminants of A. For the case 
that 1 is the 0 vector McCoy [4, Theorem 511 has shown that (1) has a non- 
trivial solution if and only if the rank of A is less than m. McCoy gave the 
proof for the case that G is the additive group of R but the modifications 
needed to extend McCoy’s result to the case of a module over R are quite 
obvious. 
Clearly McCoy’s theorem solves the question of the uniqueness of the 
solution of (1) provided that the solution exists. 
If (1) has a solution then clearly 
CA = 0 * cl = 0 (2) 
where c is a vector with coordinates in R. 
In order that (2) be sufficient for (1) to be solvable it is clearly necessary 
that no = b is solvable for all B whenever a is not a zero divisor. This is 
however not sufficient as shown by the following counter example due to 
Sylvia Wiegand. 
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where x, y, z E 2, (the residue system mod 2) and 
~x.l,Yl, 4 + 6% ,Y2 3 x2) = (Xl + % ,Yl + YZ,Zl + 3) 
(x1,y1, Zl) * (x2 ,y2 ,z,) z= (+%, qY2 + %!y1, G%? + WI>- 
Let G be the additive group of R. One easily verifies that R is a commutative 
ring with (1, 0,O) as a unit. Since R is finite we know that every nonzero 
divisor has an inverse, so that ax = b is solvable if a is not a zero divisor. 
But (0, x, y)( 1, x1, yi) = (0, x, y) so that (0, x, y) and (0, x1 , yr) have the same 
annihilators provided neither of them is (0, 0,O). But (0, x, y) divides 
(0, x1 , yl) only if x = x1 , y = yr . 
To formulate a sufficient condition such that (2) implies the solvability of (1) 
we define: 
A ring R is called a quasivaluation ring if for any two elements a, b either a 
divides b OP b divides a. 
(A quasivaluation ring which is an integral domain is call.ed a valuation ring.) 
We shall assume that R and G satisfy the following three conditions. 
(i) R is the Cartesian product of (possibly in$nitely many) qzlasi valuation 
rings Rt with t in some index set. 
(ii) G is the Cartesian product of modules GA over R, such that ;r’ 
a = flaa,,a,ERt then ag = n a,g,. 
1 t 
(iii) The equation 
a,x = b, , a+ E R, , 6, E Gt 
is solvable in Gt .if all annihilators of a, annihilate b, I 
Condition (ii) is a consequence of (i) if the product is finite or if G is the 
additive group of an ideal in R or of the residue ring of such an ideal. 
All three conditions are satisfied by residue rings mod a where a f 0 
is an ideal of a Dedekind domain or by any Cartesian product of such residue 
rings. The residue ring modulo an ideal a in a valuation ring is a quasivaluation 
ring and (ii) is also satisfied if G is the additive group of R and Q is either 
finitely generated or the values are real numbers. (The latter is the case if 
and only if R contains only one prime ideal # (0). (See [3 Sec. 51.) 
Condition (iii) also implies that for every t we have atGt = Gt when a is not 
a zero divisor. Hence aG = G when a is not a zero divisor. If G is the additive 
group of R this means that every non zero divisor of R has an inverse. 
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THEOREM 1. If R and G satisfy (i), (ii) and (iii) then (2) imp&s the 
solvability of (1). 
PYOO~. We first assume that R is a quasivaluation ring. It is not dlf&uIt 
to see that it is in this case possible to diagonalize the matrix A by elementary 
row and column transformations. 
NOW if BEA = 0 for some matrix B and an elementary matrix E then by (2) 
BE1 = 0. Hence B annihilates El. If BAE = 0 then BA = 0. Thus if (2) 
holds for A and 1 it also holds for any system 
d’x = 1’ (3) 
where (A’, 1’) arises from (A, 1) by elementary row transformations on (A, 1) 
and elementary column transformations on A. Without loss of generality 
we may therefore assume that A is diagonal hence (3) of the form 
up, = li i = I,..., n. (4) 
Now (2) implies that all annihilators of ai annihilate Zi and hence by (iii) 
an xi exists for i = l,... n satisfying (4). 
Now let R = IIR, , G = 17G, , where R, , G, satisfy (i) and (iii). If ytA, = 0 
where yt is an n dimensional vector over Ii, and At is the t component of A 
let y be a vector over R with t component yt and all other components the 
n dimensional zero vector. Then yA = 0 hence yl = 0 and thus y,l, = 0. 
Hence if A, 1 satisfy (2) so do A, , 1, . By (iii) we can therefore solve A,xt = 1, 
for every t with xt E Girn and hence by virtue of (ii) the equation (1) can be 
solved by a vector x in Gm. 
Important examples of rings which satisfy (i) are provided by the residue 
rings modulo an ideal a in a valuation ring. We let G be the additive group 
ofR/a. 
THEOREM 2. Let a be an ideal in a valuation ring R and not the zero ideal. 
Then R ( a satisj?es (iii) if Q is jnitely generated or ;f R admits a valuation by 
real numbers. 
Proof. Let a be finitely generated then u is a principal ideal. If a $01 
then (a) 1 a. Hence there is an element c such that (a~) = a. In R 1 a the 
ideal (c) is the annihilator of 01. If p is annihilated by c then /3c E a = (ac) 
hence B C (a) or %X == /3 is solvable. 
We next consider the case that A admits a real non trivial valuation v. 
We have for all a-, y E R 
0 < V(X) 6 1, 
GY> = 49 . V(Y), 
4x: + y) < nlax . (4x>, v(y)). 
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Let t = lzlb z(n), a E a. If there is an a E a such that ~(a) = t then a = (uj and 
a is finitely generated. Otherwise the values lie in a dense set of real numbers 
and a is the ideal of all s such that U(X) < t. The element c annuls n in R / a 
if V(U) u(c) < t. If all annihilators of a annihilate b then 
v(a) v(c) < t implies a(b) r.(c) < t. 
Since V(C) can take any positive real value fl in a dense set this means 
V(U) > a(b), hence a ] b or ax = b for some x. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
The following example shows that in a valuation ring R the residue ring 
R 1 a does not neyessarily satisfy (iii) if a is not finitely generated. Consider 
the field F = %(~‘2, I = 2, 3,...) wrere 5% is the field of rational numbers. 1 
In F consider the ring R of numbers integral at 
a = (1$/2, 1 = 2, 3...). 
(i.e. the fractions with denominator prime to a). Adjoin to R a variable U 
and all polynomials 
c Ui Ui, 
rn+t>~>~rrl 
where wz and t are integers (not necessarily positive) and where uj E a ahen- 
ever i < 0. We shall denote the resulting ring by R( U, a&‘-i). The ideal (U) 
consists of all elements whose constant term is in a and every element is 
congruent to 0 or 1 mod U. Note that all terms with negative exponents are 
in (U). Let U* $ (U), U* E R(U, au-i). Then lJ* = l(( U)) hence 1 E (U*, U) 
and so (U) is maximal. Consider now the localization R* of R(U, aU-1) 
at U. Let f(U) E R( U, a U-l) then 
f(U) = &P(U), (5) 
where p(U) is a polynomial with constant term prime to U and hence a unit 
in R*. If q1 , q2 are two elements of R* then (5) shows that either ql/qe 
or qa/ql is in R*. This shows that R* is a valuation ring. Now consider 
the ideal a” of elements in R* which are divisible by a power of 2 greater 
than l/2. In R*/a* the residues 2l/” and21/2Uhave the same annihilating ideai 
namely the ideal a = (21iz, 21/3, 2l/*,...) but 
p/2 f ()(2U”U). 
The first part of theorem 2 can be generalized to modules G = RG over R. 
We shall prove 
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THEOREM 3. Let G be a module over the valuation r&g R such that G = RG 
and such that ag = 0, a # 0 implies g = 0. Let ?I = aG where a is a finitely 
generated ideal of R. Then 
zl a& = r<(a), i = l,..., n, xj , ri E G, aij E R (6) 
is solvable if and only if yA = O(a) implies yr E ‘$ where y = (yI ,..., ~3, 
r = (rr ,..., r,). 
Proof. Applying theorem 1 with R replaced by R/a we see that it will be 
sufficient to show that 
yx = b(a), bEG (7) 
is solvable for x E G if yy = O(a) implies yb E (11. 
Since a is finitely generated Q = (a) a principal ideal. If y # a then a C (y) 
hence 01 = yc. If yy = O(a).implies yb E 2l then cb E ‘$I hence for some g E G 
we have 
whence 
cb = mg = cyg (8) 
b = % Q.E.D. 
The second part of Theorem 2 does not carry over to modules over a ring R. 
A counter example is provided by the local ring R of %( d/2, $~‘2,...) of the 
counterexample immediately preceding theorem 3 with G the additive group 
of the local ring R* of the counter example. The congruence 
has no solution although 2r12 and 2ii2/U have the same annihilator a. However 
if in a ring R the value V(T) takes all real values then every ideal in R is principal 
and Theorem 3 applies. 
We now consider submodules HI , H, ,..., H,n of the module G and the 
system of congruences 
c aijxi E ri(HJ, i = I,..., ?z (9) 
where 4 E G, ri E G, aij E R. 
LetH=H,n ... n H, . To every submodule B E G corresponds an ideal 
b C R consisting of ally E R such that yG C B. Let h, ,..., h, , h be the ideals 
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corresponding to HI ,..., H, , H. Clearly h = (3 hl . For any ideals a,6 
denote by a : b the ideal of all y such that yb C a. 
THEOREM 4. If Hi = hiG, H = fl Hi and ;f (9) is x&able an& 
(Yl I*--, yn) = y is a vector in Rn such that 
then 
zuhere r = (rr ,..., Y,). AIoreovev if 
(i) R is a Prtifer ring. 
(ii) ag = 0, implies g = 0 for all a f 0 in R. 
(iii) The h, are finitely generated and 
hiG = Hi . 
(iv) (IO) .implies (11). 
Then (9) is solvable. 
(Note that (ii) is always satisfied and that h,iG = Hi for any submodule 
Hi if G is the additive group of R. 
Proof, We have H = hG where h = n hi . Let R be an arbitrary commu- 
tative ring and assume that (9) is solvable. Then if yi E h : hi we have 
Summing over i we get 
This proves the first part of Theorem 4. To prove the second part of Theorem 
4 we need some further concepts. We shall assume that R is an integral 
domain and that (ii) is satisfied. We can extend the module G to a module 6, 
over the quotient field F of R by introducing fractions g/y with g E G, y E R, 
y # 0 which are added in the usual manner. We set 
4&- T? 
Y 3’1 YYI ’ 
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and introduce the equivalence relation 
g _ - g1 
Y 
- y,tfYd -yg, = 0. 
The module G1 contains the subgroup of fractions equivalent to g/l for some 
g and because of (ii) this subgroup is a module over R and l-l operator 
isomorphic to G with operator domain R. We shall denote this module by 
G/l. Now let p be a maximal ideal. In F we consider the ring R, of fractions 
which can be written with denominator prime to p (The localization of R 
at p) and the module G, = R&G/l) over R, . To every ideal a of R corre- 
sponds an ideal aP of Rp generated by the elements of a in R, and to every 
submodule H C G/l corresponds a submodule HP C GP generated by H. 
We prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. If 
C aip-cj zz ri(Hip), i = l,..., n 
is solvable in G, for every maximal ideal p then (9) is solvable. 






where xi”’ E G, ri E G, hip’ E Hi , y (P) E R and (y(P), p) = 1. We multiply (12) 
by y’@ and get 
c aipp) = riy"' + hi(p). (13) 
Because of (y”‘), p) = 1 the y (P) in their totality are relatively prime and we 
can tind constants A’?‘) E R such that all but a finite number of A@’ = 0 and 
p,y’p’ = 1. 
P 
Multiplying Eq. (13) by A(P) summing over all p we obtain a solution to (9). 
LEMMA 2. The conditions (ii)- imply that (9) is solvable if R is a valua- 
tion ring. 
Proof. It is easy to see that in a valuation ring every finitely generated ideal 
is principal, Let (z-~) = lz : hi then riHi = H. Suppose (10) implies (11). Then 
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implies 
-J$Triri z O(H). 
Theorem 3 then shows that the system 
c llij7r& GE Tyi(H), i = l,..., n 
can be solved with xi E G. But since H = riHi we may use condition (ii) 
to divide (14) by rri including the modulus and this gives (9). 
Now assume that the conditions (i)-(iv) of theorem 4 are satisfied. We set 
h : 12, = 12,“. It is not difficult to verify that h,G, = HP if 1zG = H. Ry 
virtue of lemmas 1 and 2 it is therefore sufficient to show that in G, over R, 
yi E h.Fp , y-4 2 O(h,) 
implies 
CYA = O&d 
if (10) implies (11) in G over R. 
Now (lop) can be written 
caijz = z 
where xi E ki*, Q E H, x E R, (z;, p) = 1. We multiply this equation by z 
and get 
c aijxi = O(h). 
Since (IO) implies (11) in G over R we have 
c xiri ES O(H) 
and dividing by x 
c : ri ES O(H,). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
If we let G be the additive group of R we obtain the following corollary 
to Theorem 5. 
COROLLARY. Let R be a Prtifer ring and let a, ,..-, Q, be finitely generated 
ideals qf R. Let a = n ai . Then the system of congruemes 
&I/18/3-; 
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has a solution x = (x1 ,..., x,), xi E R z. and only if for every vector 
Y = (Yl Y..‘, yn) zuith y# E a : ai , yA = O(a) cue have 
c yiri = O(a). 
We now consider the case that every localization of R admits a real 
valuation. 
THEOREM 5. Let R be a Prtifer ring such that every localization of R admits 
a valuation by real numbers. Let a, , . . ., a, be ideals of R and a = fi CQ . Suppose 
that 
implies that 
yi E Q Z ll{ ) yA GZ O(a) w> 
Cyiri EZ O(a). (11’) 
Let a,‘,..., a,’ be ideals of Rproperly containing the ideals a, ,..., a, respectively. 
Then the system 
C tZijXj E Yi(a,‘) (15) 
has a solution (xl ,..., x,) E Rm. , 
Proof. Let R be a valuation ring. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that the values lie in a dense set of real numbers. Otherwise we are 
in the case of the corollary to Theorem 4. For any ideal c of R we may define 
a value by setting 
v(c) = lub v(c), c E c. 
For any real number t, 0 < t < 1 there is then in our case one and only one 
ideal whose value is t. Let ti , ti’, t be v(a,), v(oi’), v(a) respectively then 
ti < ti’. We can write (10’) in the form 
v(yi) < $, yA = O(a). 
z 
Let rTi E R be such that 
Then mS E a : ai hence by hypothesis 
C a,*riy, s O(a) 
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implies 
By Theorem 2 we can therefore find 
( Xl ,...) Xm) E R” 
such that 
C aijnixi E 7rfi(a). 
Dividing (16) by mi gives (15). 
Theorem 5 now follows from the special case of a valuation ring in the same 
way as Theorem 4 follows from Lemma 2. 
In case that the a, are all equal and satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5 one 
can obtain the stronger conclusion of the corollary to Theorem 4 from Lemma 
1 and Theorem 2. 
Theorem 4 includes as a special case conditions for the solvability of 
a system 
If (17) has a solution then x is completely determined mod H = fl Hi and 
the system (9) can be solved by first solving subsystems of (17) and thus 
reducing the number of congruences. In case of aPriifer ring where the finitely 
generated ideals form a distributive lattice w.r. to intersection and Schnirel- 
mann sum the solvability of (17) in pairs implies the solvability of (17). 
(If A, B are subsets of a group then A + B = (a $ 6, a E ;4, b E B) is called 
the Schnirelmann sum of A and B.) We shall prove 
THEOREM 6. Let HI ,..., H, be a system of normal subgroups of a group G 
such tlzat HI ,..., H, g enerate a distributive lattice u1tde-r addition and inter- 
section. Then the system of congruences (17) is solvable if 
is solvable for every paFr i, j. 
We first prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA. The eyuation 
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bus a solution if and only if 
Xl = %(Hl + ff,) (19) 
azd x is completely determined mod HI CT H2 . 
Proof. The necessity of (19) . 1s o b vious. The congruence (19) means that 
Xl - x2 = h, + hz , h, E HI, h, E Hz . 
Hence 
x1 - h,’ = x, + h,’ - x 
which is (18). It is easy to check that x is completely determined mod HI n H,. 
We can now prove Theorem VI. By the Lemma we may replace the system 
(17) by 
x E x,‘(Hi n HJ i = 2,..., s (17’) 
where 
4 SE xxH& x; E q(H,). 
By (17,) and (19) we have 
xi’ EZ xj’(Hi + H,), xi’ = q.‘(HJ. 
Therefore 
~.i’ G Xj’(Hl n (Hi + Hj)). 
By assumption 
HI n (Hi + Hj) = HI n Hi + HI n Hj 
and by the Lemma this shows that (17’) is solvable in pairs. Theorem VI now 
follows by induction. 
We now return to Eq. (1) and assume that a~ = 0, a # 0 implies x = 0. 
In particular this means that R has no zero divisors. If n > m we introduce 
variables .~~~+i ,..., x, and put aij = 0 for i = l,..., n, j = m + I,..., n. 
With this convention we may without loss of generality assume that n < m. 
We shall call the ideal Dt generated by the t x t subdeterminants of a matrix 
M the t-th determinantal divisor of A/I and put D, = 1. 
We shall first assume that G is the additive group of R and prove. 
THEOREM 7. If (1) has a sobtion in R then the determinantal divisors of A 
are the same as those of the azgmented matrix (A, 1). 
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Proof. If (1) has a solution then 
i = I,..-, % ~ G3-Q 
Let 
SI = I 63 Ii=1 ,... nl:j=l .. . . . 1219 
L = I 4 7 aij li=l. . . . n,;j=2 ,... ,nl 
and for t = n, + l,..., n let 
st = I % Ii=1 ,..., w=t2 ,..., n1 
Solving (20) we find by Cramer-s rule 
x,s, = L - f StSt. 
t=n,+1 
Theorem 7 now follows on permuting the rows and the solumns of A. 
Theorem 7 can also be generalized to modules G over a ring R. We extend 
the usual definition of determinants to square matrices one of whose columns 
consists of elements of G, while the other columns are in R. The method used 
in the proof of Theorem 7 then gives 
THEOREM 7a. If the system (1) has a solution in G then for t < n the 
determina7zts 
are in the module generated by the t x t subdeterminants of A. 
The condition of Theorem 7 is not sufficient. We shall prove: 
THEOREM 8. If R is an integral domain and not a Priifeer domain then there 
exists a two rowed matrix A and a vector (0, p) = 1’ such that 
D,(A) = @(A, 1) (22) 
for all t and such that the systeflz Ax = 1 has no solzltion. 
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Proof. If R is not a Priifer domain then there exists a finitely generated 
ideal a f 0 and ideals 6, c such that b # c and 
ab = ac. 
(A proof assembled from [l-3] will be published elsewhere). We arrange 
the notation so that b cf c. Then there exists an element /3 such that 
B P c7 a/3 C ac. 
Choose 01 E a, 01# 0 then CL/J E olc and aaj3 C acre. Hence without loss of 
generality we may assume that /3 E a. Also if a = {o(r ,..., as} then ap C ac 
means that 
@4p = 1 yijoli f Yij E c 
and we may replace c by a finitely generated ideal. Hence we may assume 




2 3...;%, 0 ,...7 0) , 
,***, , 71 ,a*-> Yt 
1 = (;) . 
It is easily checked that 
But Ax = 1 has no solution since /3 4 c. 
The following condition is sufficient for (1) to be solvable, 
THEOREM 9. Let R be an integral domain and let A be a matrix of rank r. 
Let D,* be the idealgenerated by those r x r subdeterminants of (A, 1) which are 
not subdeterminants of A. If 
rank(A, 1) = r (23) 
CD,(A) 2 (a) 2 CD,” (24) 
for some ideal c of R and some principal ideaE (CC) # 0 of R then (1) is solvable 
in R. 
Proof. To fix ideas let 
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By Cramers rule we can find x:1),..., XL? E D,* such that 
By virtue of (23) we then also have 
gl a,pj = D(l)& , 
We set XL?, = ... = x2’ = 0 and obtain 
zl a,,x,“’ = D(l)& , 
1: = l,..., r. 
i- 
i 
1 )...) n. 
= 1 ,.**> % (25) 
with x:) CD,*. Now let D(l),..., Dti) be the nonvanishing r x T subdeter- 
minants of A. We can then solve in the same way the equation 
with z’!“’ ED,*. By assumption there exist c1 ,..., ct E c such that ‘3 
and multiplying (26) by c, and summing over v we get 
1 aipj = a& i = 1 ,..., 72 
with X$ E- CD,* C (a). 
Dividing (27) by 01 we obtain a solution to (1). 
Combining Theorems 7, 8 and 9 we get 
THEOREM 10. Let R be an integral domain and A a m.atrix of rank I ovw R. 
The condition 
D@) = D,(A, 1) (28) 
is necessary and szq’ficient for (1) to be solvable if and only if R is a Pnifer domain. 
The condition (28) was first proved by E. Steinitz to be necessary and 
sufficient for the solution of (1) for the case that R is the domain of algebraic 
integers ([S, 211). 
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If A has full rank then the proof of Theorem 9 extends without change 
to the case that R is any commutative ring where we take McCoy’s definition 
of rank [4, p. 1591. One obtains 
THEOREM 11. Let R be any commutative ring and let A be an n x nz matrix 
of ra?zk n. If there exists aft ideal c E R such that 
c&(A) 2 (CX) 2 CD,” 
where 01 is not a zero divisor then (1) is solvable. 
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